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A Note

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Travis Audubon Members and Friends,
The end of 2019 and the start of 2020 have been excellent for Travis Audubon! We
wrapped up several campaigns and are starting others, most notably, the restoration of the
barn at Blair Woods, to be used as a shade structure and outdoor classroom. Generous
funding provided by St. David’s Foundation will support this work, and both their
partnership and this project will help make Blair Woods even more useful for the
community. We couldn’t be more excited about this work.
And here comes the spring, the jewel of the year for birding and outdoor. We have
already had the excitement of the Burrowing Owl at the Mueller Development and (the
first state record of) a wandering White Wagtail at Roy Guerrero Park—what other
delights will migration bring?
We hope you will participate in one of our Birdathon adventures this year—there is no
more enjoyable way to support Travis Audubon’s mission than to bird with friends
during migration! We have something for everyone and it’s our best event lineup yet.
Look for registration to open on March 2.
Hope to see you on the trails! Happy birding.

Nicole

Nicole Netherton
Executive Director
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Upcoming Events
WITH TRAVIS AUDUBON

04 MAR, 20
CLASSES
FULL: Introduction to Birds
and Birding Spring 2020
07 MAR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Beginners’ Bird Walk: Mary
Moore Searight
Metropolitan Park
907 West Slaughter Lane,
Austin, TX 78748
07 MAR, 20
SANCTUARY EVENTS
Baker Restoration Day
08 MAR, 20
CLASSES
FULL: Birding by Ear with
Mikael Behrens
08 MAR, 20
Ruffled Feathers Book Club
Meeting
4112 Medical Pkwy, Austin,
TX 78756
10 MAR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Wild Weekday! At Emma
Long Metropolitan Park with
Jane Tillman
1600 City Park Rd, Austin,
TX 78730, USA
14 MAR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Hornsby Bend Monthly Bird
Count
15 MAR, 20
FIELD TRIPS, SANCTUARY
EVENTS
Commons Ford Prairie Bird
Walk

19 MAR, 20
Speaker Series: Bird
Conservation along the
Colorado River: from the
prairies to the bay with
Romey Swanson
4700 Grover Ave, Austin, TX
78756

29 MAR, 20
FIELD TRIPS, SANCTUARY
EVENTS
Commons Ford Bird Survey
614 N Commons Ford Rd,
Austin, TX 78733

21 MAR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Birdability Walk at Richard
Moya Park
10001 Burleson Rd, Austin,
TX 78719

01 APR, 20
BIRDATHON
Birdathon Kickoff Party
3220 Manor Rd, Austin, TX
78723
04 APR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Beginners’ Bird Walk

21 MAR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Hornsby Bend Monthly Bird
Walk

11 APR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Birdability Walk at Lake
Creek Trail at Braes Valley

21 MAR, 20
YOUTH & FAMILY
Blair Woods Family Nature
Day
5401 E Martin Luther King
Jr Blvd, Austin, TX 78721,
USA

11 APR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Hornsby Bend Monthly Bird
Count

22 MAR, 20
YOUTH & FAMILY
Young Birders Club: Lake
Creek
28 MAR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Birding with Shoal Creek
Conservancy
28 MAR, 20
CLASSES
FULL: Be a Better Birder
(B3) Class 2020

11 APR, 20
YOUTH & FAMILY
Blair Woods Family Nature
Day
5401 E Martin Luther King
Jr Blvd, Austin, TX 78721,
USA
16 APR, 20
Speaker Series: Pollination
with Val Bugh
4700 Grover Ave, Austin, TX
78756
18 APR, 20
FIELD TRIPS
Hornsby Bend Monthly Bird
Walk
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Updates

FROM THE SIGNAL SMOKE BLOG

Texas history: A hike in Blair
Woods was a model historical
expedition
POSTED ON JANUARY 13, 2020

By: Michael Barnes, Austin American-Statesman
FORT PRAIRIE — During our day hike, the birders
looked up, while the history buffs looked down.
That morning, part of our tiny expeditionary force that
launched into Blair Woods, located at the former
freedom colony of Fort Prairie, scanned the ground for
historical artifacts. Others trained their eyes closer to
the tree lines in order to detect bird life.
Count me in both subgroups.
The expedition to the nature preserve in eastern Travis
County proved a perfect blend of shared interests and
skills.
The wooded, rolling prairie was donated to Travis
Audubon, a conservation and birding advocacy group,
by the highly respected late zoologist Frank Blair and
his birder wife, Fran Fern.
It covers 10 acres off FM 969 — aka Martin Luther
King Jr. Boulevard — and drips with Texas history.
Native Americans camped here. The Spanish passed
nearby on the Camino Real de los Tejas.

hike through Blair Woods. He shared special insights
into Native American activity at Coleman Springs
there. More on that later.
Among our ego-free group were Bob Ward and
Richard Denney, members of the Travis County
Historical Commission. With fellow history buff
Lanny Ottosen, Denney has written up historical
findings about Blair Woods. With their usual
extraordinary thoroughness and modesty, they
produced a 39-page unpublished paper on the subject,
based originally on a 2017 field trip there.
Among the birders were Dana Kuykendall, Angie
Ward, Mark Wilson and Nicole Netherton, director
of Travis Audubon.
We started at the farmhouse and its outer buildings,
but not before a magnificent red-tailed hawk soared
overhead. Parts of the structures may date back to the
19th century, but photographic evidence shows that
the core of the farmhouse was built in the 1930s,
probably by the Moehr family.
One of the outer structures had been modified to house
the Texas spiny lizards collected and studied by
zoologist Blair, who titled his book on the creatures
“The Rusty Lizard.” Another structure clearly was
used as a dairy barn.

An 1836 Republic of Texas fort, first called Fort
Coleman, then Fort Colorado, rose a short stroll to the
north across MLK; it was revived briefly during the
Civil War.

Denney and Ward pointed out artifacts such as
chopped nails, hewn limestone, marked bricks and a
mysterious chain, which, after research, was identified
as a “trace chain,” “neck yoke chain,” or “breast
chain,” used as part of a harness for horses or other
draft animals.

The post-Emancipation freedom colony dubbed Fort
Prairie — ethnically integrated like many Texas
communities of former slaves — spread out to the
southeast. Just down the road toward Bastrop lie two
of the most important pioneer cemeteries in Central
Texas. Interred there are members of the Rogers,
Hornsby and Burleson families, among the first
Anglo-Americans to settle in what is now Travis
County.

We strolled downhill to Coleman Springs along a path
lined with cedar elm, cherry laurel and bois d’arc,
evidence, according to Ryan, of American Indian
presence, since they would have planted the strong,
flexible trees, also known as horse apples or Osage
oranges, in order to make bows of the wood. Instead
of burying the unwieldy and hard-to-break-down fruit,
the American Indians transported cuttings from spring
to spring.

Our gang of seven friends, some old and some new,
spent time poking around the preserve, which is open
to the public from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. — but only if the
gates at 5401 E. MLK are unlocked, which means that
someone is working at the Austin Wildlife Rescue
intake center located in an old farmhouse on the site.
Along with our Intrepid Seven, we also ran into
former surveyor Tim Ryan during his regular morning

By way of a conversation starter, Ryan’s walking stick
was made of bois d’arc, so strong it took him two
years to work it into a cane.
Wilson showed us the mechanics of the springhouse
— a revelation! — a tiny roofed structure that opens
up to a 12-foot-deep spring of clear water. No wonder
so many generations of Texans stopped or stayed here.
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We paused along the western edge of the property to
view the wholesale destruction visited on the land to
the west, which will likely be developed, before
stopping at a pond that attracts waterfowl year-round.
As we headed back toward the entrance of the
property, the history buffs found more artifacts that
awaited interpretation.
So what prehistory or history transpired here?
Steven Gonzales, director of the El Camino Real de
los Tejas National Trail Association, has confirmed
the proximity of Spanish passage over this land. The
Spanish road often followed old American Indian
trails, which helps explain the location here of a
Republic of Texas fort. It was variously called
Coleman’s Fort after Frank Coleman, American
Indian fighter, soldier during the Battle of San Jacinto
and signer of the Texas Declaration of Independence,
as well as Fort Colorado, which would have protected
access to Austin from the east.
“Colonel Coleman was instructed to proceed up on
Walnut Creek, six miles below Austin,” writes Noah
Smithwick in his spellbinding memoir, first published
in 1900, “The Evolution of a State: Recollections of
Old Texas Days,” “and to build the Coleman fort,
consisting of a cluster of log cabins enclosed with a
heavy stockade.”
Smithwick, one of the most trustworthy witnesses to
early Texas history, was stationed for a while of Fort
Coleman and describes life there and military action
nearby.
Coleman Springs in Blair Woods provided water for
the fort.
FM 969, for years a relatively forgotten rural stretch of
asphalt, was once the main road into Austin from the
east. It was called the old “Comanche Trail,” “Old
Indian Trail,” “Path of the Pioneers” and “Old
Stagecoach Road,” according to Denney and Ottosen.
Several American Indian skirmishes took place at or
near the fort.
According to several accounts, timber from the fort
was later used by Jessie Tannehill, who had acquired
the property to the south in 1832, for his homestead
nearby.
Just as with Fort McGruder, located on South Austin
near South Congress Avenue and Ben White
Boulevard, trenches and bulwarks were built here
during the Civil War to protect against an expected
Union advance from the Rio Grande. A third fort from
that period supposedly rose on College Hill, where the
University of Texas Tower now stands.
Yet unlike Forts Colorado and McGruder, we haven’t
found records of archaeological excavations on
campus.

For a long while in the late 19th century, much of this
land — more prairie than woods — was controlled by
the Thielpape family, of which one member worked
for the Texas General Land Office.
The Moehr family, who immigrated from Switzerland
in 1908 and purchased the land in 1911, held the
property for more than 40 years. Susanna Moehr told
historian Mary Starr Barkley that materials from Fort
Colorado were definitely used for the farm’s
structures.
Also nearby was Fort Prairie, a rural community with
a post office, bars and other amenities that remained
on maps until the 1940s. First references to it show up
in 1871. Some of the structures in Blair Woods are
likely the last survivors of that community.
The Blairs took over in 1951. A professor of zoology
at UT, Frank Blair and his wife deeded the land to
Travis Audubon in the early 1980s. It has been
improved with neatly tended trails, observation decks
and interpretive signage.
History holds its own with nature here.
“Given Austin’s rapid rate of development,” Denney
and Ottosen write, “the Audubon property may well
hold some of the last remaining bits of old Fort
Colorado.”
How to organize your own history expedition
Find your people. All it takes is a few people with
related interests — who also get along well — to plan
your own expedition. It helps if somebody in your
group is good with maps, or can identify the natural
and manufactured wonders you will discover along the
way.
Pick your subject. Did Spanish explorers come
through your area? Did indigenous people live at a
spring or stream nearby? Is there an abandoned
farmstead in the wooded fields in the next county
over?
Ask for help. Almost every county in Texas is home
to volunteers — some of them attached to schools,
museums or commissions — who are the leading local
experts in geology, botany, zoology, paleontology,
archaeology, anthropology or other subjects related to
Texas history. Give them a call or shoot them an
email. Ask questions. They can save you a lot of time
and sweat.
Gain permission. Once you have identified the sites
you want to explore, find out who owns the land. Do
not trespass. According to Texas law, however,
landowners must give access to cemeteries. Also, beds
of waterways are fair game, so it’s OK to hike along
creek or river beds, for instance.
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Respect the history. Take pictures. Take notes.
Don’t, however, disturb a site that might come with
crucial historical significance. If you find something
really exciting, report it to local officials and scholars.
Part of its meaning is its physical context. Remember:
History belongs to everyone.
Have fun. Check the weather in advance. Dress
comfortably and, in particular, choose sturdy footwear
and sun protection. Take along water, compasses,
binoculars, insect repellent and small electronic
devices. Stay aware of your surroundings. Beware
snakes, quicksand, wildlife, poison ivy and large
livestock. Stick together as a group and you should be
fine.

Cloud Forest magic for TAS
travelers to Guatemala
POSTED ON JANUARY 17, 2020

Juan Jacinto and Rob Cahill talk about the joys of
reforestation.

By: Nicole Netherton, Executive Director of Travis
Audubon

Juan Jacinto shared how diversifying the forest was
better for the birds and people who live there, and that
he collected seeds and acorns on his walks back and
forth from his village, “above the clouds” from the
CCFC Center. Our trip covered both the cloud forest
and the rain forest, and our group was able to see 336
avian species—including the Resplendant Quetzal and
wintering Golden-cheeked Warblers on the same day!
But our time spent with the leaders, workers, and
volunteers at CCFC was the most rewarding part of
our adventure.

Travis Audubon members were thrilled to visit
Community Cloud Forest Conservation’s reforestation
project in Guatemala this January. As a carbon offset
for our in-country travel, half an acre of hillside was
planted with native oaks in honor of our organization.
Including previous trips, that makes 1.5 acres of pineoak forest planted in honor of Travis Audubon at this
site!

Guide John Cahill, Guide Kevin Reyes, TAS ED
Nicole Netherton, and Driver Don Nery Ramirez get
ready to share a delicious Guatemalan lunch.
CCFC works to alleviate poverty and protect forests
through education, reforestation, sustainable
development, leadership training, and ecological
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improvements to agriculture. Their work focuses on
educating young women in Guatemala’s central
highlands, especially in the areas of environmental
education and agroecology. Rob and Tara Cahill have
been doing this work near Cobán since 2001, and
Travis Audubon is proud to partner with them to
maintain a connection between Austin and Guatemala,
two places that are essential to the survival of the
Golden-cheeked Warbler.
Special thanks to the Cahills and Jean Warneke of JB
Journeys for this unforgettable experience.

Eared Grebe
Common Gallinule
American Coot
Neotropic Cormorant
Double-crested Cormorant
The class saw 75 bird species total. Here’s a look at a
couple of those sightings:

Glass-Bottom Boat Birding
and More
Waterfowl Class Ends Wild Goose
Chase with 25 Species

POSTED ON FEBRUARY 5, 2020

POSTED ON JANUARY 30, 2020

The Winter 2020 Waterfowl ID Course led by Laurie
Foss and Eric Stager wrapped up last weekend with a
trip to Atascosa County. The group observed an
incredible 25 species of waterfowl during their 3 field
trips. Here are the waterfowl that were seen:
Snow Goose
Ross’s Goose
Greater White-fronted Goose
Blue-winged Teal
Northern Shoveler
Gadwall
American Wigeon
Mallard
Mottled Duck
Northern Pintail
Green-winged Teal
Canvasback
Redhead
Ring-necked Duck
Lesser Scaup
Bufflehead
Hooded Merganser
Ruddy Duck
Least Grebe
Pied-billed Grebe

By: Virginia Rose, Travis Audubon Board Member
I was one of the fortunate guests at an outing in San
Marcos, Texas last December. And, I can’t stop
thinking about it! Mary Kay and Chuck Sexton bid on
and won the trip at the Victor Emanuel Conservation
Award Luncheon last October.

Any trip that includes an accessible birdwalk in the
gorgeous Texas Hill Country, a wine and cheese
respite, and then a glass-bottom boat tour is right up
my alley!
Since there is no way for a person in a wheelchair to
board the boat and no place to sit in a wheelchair on
board, Mary Kay asked if I had any opposition to a
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young, strong, handsome man picking me up. Um, no,
no opposition at all.
The weather was hill country classic for December,
warm in the sun and warm in the shadows.

Photos courtesy of Cece Green and Diana.

Three Cheers
for Chaetura Canyon
POSTED ON FEBRUARY 12, 2020

The wildlife was hill country classic as well. Once on
the crystal clear Spring Lake fed by 200 springs, “the
second largest natural cluster of springs in Texas,” we
glued our eyes to the depths below and sounded like a
bunch of kids, exclaiming, “Look! Look!” and
pointing at this and that, asking what’s that? What’s
this? Birders are so funny!

By: Valarie Bristol

Even the old pros on board were pleased to see four
kinds of native turtles: Texas River Cooters, Common
Snapping Turtles, Musk Turtles, and Red-eared
Turtles. We saw a dozen kinds of native fish,
including some of the largest catfish and bass and gar
they had seen in a while.
To top it off, against the pink sunset, we were treated
to ALL THREE TEXAS KINGFISHERS at ONE time
and in ONE spot. Unbelievable! First the Green, then
the Ringed, then the Belted crisscrossing over each
other and calling. Spectacular!

Georgean and Paul Kyle unveil the new
commemorative plaque honoring their dedication to
the property.

Thank you, Andy and Nona Samson, Chuck and Mary
Kay, and young, strong, handsome man for a
wonderful evening with birding friends.

A happy crowd of Travis Audubon members, donors,
and volunteers gathered at Chaetura Canyon on
Sunday, February 9, to celebrate the addition of
another lot, dedicate a commemorative plaque, and
thank Steve and Judy Scott.
Steve and Judy (pictured above with Georgean Kyle)
donated their real estate services over the last ten years
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to negotiate the purchase of 9 lots to add to Chaetura,
including the lot just added. They were presented a
drawing by Georgean Kyle. The Kyles proudly
unveiled a bronze plaque for the preserve, and then the
crowd walked to view the important new lot. Three
cheers for Chaetura!

Birdathon Photography Contest
2020
POSTED ON FEBRUARY 13, 2020

Signal Smoke blog and will have their photo included
in our Annual Report.
Note: This year, photographers can only place
once. So, the top five photos will be from five
different photographers.
Who is judging the photos? We are in the process of
securing judges. We will let you know as soon as we
know!
Submit your photos by sending them
to birdathonphoto@yahoo.com. You will receive a
reply that asks you a few easy questions and provides
a link to pay the entry fee. The deadline to submit is
Friday, May 15, 11:59 PM CST.
Image of Yellow-billed Cuckoo courtesy of James
Giroux. The photo won 4th place in last year’s
photography contest.

Thank you, 2016 Master Birders!
POSTED ON FEBRUARY 19, 2020

Do you enjoy birding through a camera lens as much
as through binoculars? Show off your birding finesse
AND your photography skills while supporting Travis
Audubon!
Travis Audubon’s Birdathon will include a
photography contest.
There are some guidelines for the photos that can be
submitted.
Photos should:
•
contain birds (and no people!)
•
be taken between April 1 and May 10, 2020
(you know, Birdathon dates!)
•
be taken in Texas
•
be submitted by the photographer (or
guardian if the photographer is a minor)
Since this is a fundraiser, entry into the contest is
$5 per photo.

On February 17, we celebrated the all-stars from the
Master Birder Class of 2016. To reach permanent
Master Birder status, they had to volunteer a minimum
of 90 hours across 3 years following graduation from
the Master Birder course. Master Birders are
responsible for thousands of volunteer hours every
year, and it is because of them that we are able to do
so much outreach across Travis County.

Photos do not need to be taken during an official
Birdathon excursion. If you have a great photo op
while drinking coffee on your back porch, then that’s
great!
What’s in it for the winners? The top five photos
will be featured on Travis Audubon’s social media
platforms (Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter) with
photographer recognition.
The first place photo winner will be featured in our
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Here’s the list of 2016 Master Birders who reached
permanent Master Birder status this year:

donated plants from Georgean Kyle, one of the
stewards at Chaetura Canyon.

Judith Bailey
Gus Cannon
Cindy Cannon
Frances Cerbins
Denise Dailey
Shelia Hargis
Wendy Harte
Michael Jewell
Barbara Keir
Suzie McCann
Skip Mencio
Sharon Monier
Janel Nye
Dennis Palafox
Allan Seils
Jane Tillman
Thanks again for your dedicated work for Travis
Audubon!
We would also like to give a huge thank you to Cindy
Sperry, who has played a critical role in our Master
Birder Program since its inception. We wish her the
best on her move to New Mexico!

Pollinator Garden Planting at
Blair Woods
POSTED ON FEBRUARY 24, 2020

Future plans for the pollinator garden include
continued planting and educational signs about the
plants and their pollinators. Come visit Blair Woods
this spring to see the pollinator garden for yourself!

On the morning of February 15th, twenty volunteers
convened at Blair Woods to begin the process of
planting the long-awaited pollinator garden. With the
help of Bright Green Future and Environmental Fund
of Texas grants, we were able purchase plants for a
pollinator garden, install a water barn to sustain the
plants, and construct a boardwalk running through the
middle of the garden so visitors can see all of the
plants within. We also received much guidance and
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Barn Restoration Project
Amplified in 2020
POSTED ON FEBRUARY 28, 2020

was used, and possibly built, by the Moehr family, 1st
generation Swiss immigrants. Over 100 years old and
still standing today, the barn is slated for restoration
and use supporting Travis Audubon’s educational
activities at the preserve. The barn, which in recent
years has been used only for storage, will be carefully
restored in 2020 for use as an outdoor classroom and
shade structure. The goal is that the barn can be a
comfortable, shaded structure where visitors can both
seek refuge when they spend time in nature and learn
about the rich history of the property and East Austin
through interpretive signage. Restoring a shaded space
while preserving the barn’s historical significance has
a twofold benefit: making the preserve more
practically useful and contributing to the
documentation of the important history of East Austin
and its residents.

Blair Woods Sanctuary is a unique urban center for
habitat restoration and conservation education, and in
2020 Travis Audubon will undertake an essential
project to better understand and preserve the historical
significance of the sanctuary. Thanks to a generous
grant from St. David’s Foundation, we will be able to
restore the property’s historic dairy barn as a shade
structure and outdoor classroom where the community
can both have access to nature and learn about
Austin’s history.
In 1985, noted zoologist and UT Professor Dr. Frank
Blair and his wife Fern gifted Travis Audubon their
10-acre property on MLK. In his lifetime, Dr. Blair
and Fern used this property as an outdoor teaching
laboratory.Now centered in a rapidly developing area
of East Austin, Blair Woods provides essential green
space for the surrounding neighborhoods. Open to the
public daily, Blair Woods is a place where Austinites
can connect with nature on their own or participate in
Travis Audubon’s free educational programming.

Inside of the barn during its usage as storage space.
By providing this outdoor learning environment we
hope to continue the legacy of the Blairs’ generous
gift. If you are interested in supporting this project,
consider making a donation to Travis Audubon’s
Amplify Austin campaign: St. David’s Foundation
will match every donation made through Travis
Audubon’s Amplify Austin webpage now through
March 6th. Stay tuned for more updates on the barn
restoration project!

The preserve includes an historic wood and tin roof
dairy barn dating back to the early 1900’s. This barn
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Thank You

TO OUR 2019 VICTOR EMANUEL CONSERVATION AWARD LUNCHEON
CANYON WREN LEVEL SPONSORS

Chris Harte

We were thrilled to honor Chris Harte for the 10th anniversary of the Victor Emanuel Conservation Award
Luncheon for his conservation work at Spicewood Ranch.
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Thank You

TO OUR 2019 VICTOR EMANUEL
CONSERVATION AWARD LUNCHEON SPONSORS

Chimney Swift
Peggy & Matt Winkler

Video Sponsor
Victor Emanuel Nature Tours

TO OUR BIRDS AND BUSINESS PARTNERS
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